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Superior
Aluminum

Superior Aluminum is the market
leader in aluminum railing for multifamily residences by providing:
– Durable, strong, sustainable, codecompliant systems
– Numerous customization options
– A seamless fit in both classic
renovations and new
modern designs
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Superior
Aluminum
Superior Aluminum is the market leader in
aluminum railing for multi-family residences
by providing:
– Durable, strong, sustainable,
code-compliant systems
– Numerous customization options
– A seamless fit in both classic
renovations and new
modern designs
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◀

Series 9000 Heavy-Duty Railing featuring Superior Aluminum Square Fluted Columns,
The Heights at Worthington Place, Columbus, OH

The Superior
Difference
Each Superior Aluminum railing is assembled in-house
to exact jobsite specifications based upon detailed shop
drawings. All that needs done on a jobsite is to place and
anchor the railing… no onsite assembly necessary!
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◀ Series 9000 Heavy-Duty Railing, Bridge Park, Dublin, OH
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◀

Series 9P Picket Railing featuring Superior Aluminum Square Fluted Columns, The
Heights at Worthington Place, Columbus, OH

The Superior
Difference
Each Superior Aluminum railing is assembled inhouse to exact jobsite specifications based upon
detailed shop drawings. All that needs done on a
jobsite is to place and anchor the railing… no
onsite assembly necessary!
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◀ Series 9P Picket Railing, Bridge Park, Dublin, OH
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Case Study

The Problem
In 2017, the aging Worthington Gardens apartment
complex outside of downtown Columbus, OH was
sold to new owners who enacted a sorely needed
renovation. Much of the initial focus was on internal
overhauls, with new bedrooms, bathrooms, and
kitchens. However, the looming issue remained: if
the outside still looked dated and uninviting, why
would anyone check out the beautiful new inside?

The Solution
To resolve their issue, the developers knew they
needed to revamp the building’s facade and general
appearance, but that wouldn’t be enough. The
shoddy, rusted existing railing stood as a high
priority as well.

◀

Series 9P Picket Railing, Worthington Gardens, Columbus, OH

A wide array of customization options
makes the standard Superior square
post railing series adaptable to
numerous multi-family applications.
6
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◀ Concealed
Fasteners

Thanks to the pre-assembled nature of Superior
railing, installation of products was swift and painless.
This allowed crews to spend more time on other
high priority aspects of the project, enabling them
to finish ahead of schedule.

Average Rent Per Unit

Pocket Post

◀

Series 9P
Picket
Railing

Worthington Gardens – Columbus, OH
Before renovations (top) and after renovations (bottom)

$1,400
$1,200
$1,000
PreRenovation

$800

- Built with high quality, durable
aluminum extrusions and castings

$400

- Screw covers and pocket
posts streamline the final look

$200

- Several top/bottom rail, picket, and
style options for all architectural
tastes

$0

By utilizing an anodized finish, the developers were
able to maintain the simplistic architectural style of
the existing building without sacrificing aesthetics.

The Result

$600

- Ten distinct finish options

Desiring to stay traditional with a square post railing,
Series 9000 Heavy-Duty Railing was chosen as
the ideal fit for the project. By swapping out old,
wrought iron railings with aluminum, Worthington
Gardens was able to implement a solution with low
maintenance costs and high longevity. Not to
mention the vast visual improvement made by
replacing a weak, dated system with a powerful,
modern railing solution.

PostRenovation
One Bedroom
Apartment

Two Bedroom
Apartment

Within a few months of the renovation, the revamped
curb appeal led to an avalanche of inquiries and
tours. When the dust settled, a vast majority of the
units were filled… at a rate of $300 per month
higher than the pre-renovation cost!

- Code-compliant for all
multi-family installations
SuperiorAluminum.com
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Case Study

The Problem
In 2017, the aging Worthington Gardens apartment
complex outside of downtown Columbus, OH was
sold to new owners who enacted a sorely needed
renovation. Much of the initial focus was on internal
overhauls, with new bedrooms, bathrooms, and
kitchens. However, the looming issue remained: if
the outside still looked dated and uninviting, why
would anyone check out the beautiful new inside?

The Solution
To resolve their issue, the developers knew they
needed to revamp the building’s facade and general
appearance, but that wouldn’t be enough. The
shoddy, rusted existing railing stood as a high
priority as well.

◀

Series 9000 Heavy-Duty Railing, Worthington Gardens, Columbus, OH

A wide array of customization options makes
the standard Superior square post railing series
adaptable to numerous multi-family applications.

◀ Concealed
Fasteners

Thanks to the pre-assembled nature of Superior
railing, installation of products was swift and
painless. This allowed crews to spend more time on
other high priority aspects of the project, enabling
them to finish ahead of schedule.

Average Rent Per Unit

Pocket Post

◀

Series 9000
Heavy-Duty
Railing

Worthington Gardens – Columbus, OH
Before renovations (top) and after renovations (bottom)

$1,400
$1,200
$1,000
PreRenovation

$800

- Built with high quality, durable
aluminum extrusions and castings
- Ten distinct finish options
- Screw covers and pocket
posts streamline the final look
- Several top/bottom rail, picket,
and style options for all
architectural tastes

$600
$400

PostRenovation

$200
$0

One Bedroom
Apartment

Two Bedroom
Apartment

Desiring to stay traditional with a square post railing,
Series 9P Picket Railing was chosen as the ideal fit
for the project. By swapping out old, wrought iron
railings with aluminum, Worthington Gardens was
able to implement a solution with low maintenance
costs and high longevity. Not to mention the vast
visual improvement made by replacing a weak,
dated system with a powerful, modern railing
solution.

By utilizing an anodized finish, the developers were
able to maintain the simplistic architectural style of
the existing building without sacrificing aesthetics.

The Result
Within a few months of the renovation, the revamped
curb appeal led to an avalanche of inquiries and
tours. When the dust settled, a vast majority of the
units were filled… at a rate of $300 per month higher
than the pre-renovation cost!

- Code-compliant for all
multi-family installations
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Series 9S
Seamless
Railing

Utilizing a continuous top rail design, the
system brings an architecturally-advanced
look, achieving the clean, sophisticated
impression that sets a complex apart.

− Materials and components carefully
selected for lasting durability
− A smooth, uninterrupted flow is attained
via a continuous top railing
− Add ring or diamond inserts, along
with numerous style options, to fully
customize to your project’s needs
− Code-compliant for all multifamily installations
− Ten distinct finish
options

◀

Continuous
Top Rail
Transitions

Series 9100 Architectural Railing, Broadview Apartments, Columbus, OH

For a first impression that stands out from the crowd,
Series 9H Horizontal Aluminum Railing offers a
contemporary alternative to traditional vertical pickets.
◀
Series 9H Horizontal Railing,
Bridge Park, Dublin, OH

This unique style is sure to enhancea complex’s allure
and attraction, catching the eye of potential tenants,
all while providing the safety and security that is
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synonymous with the Superior name.

◀

Series 9H
Horizontal Railing

◀

◀

Series 2000 Cable Railing, Saxony Condominiums, New Orleans, LA

Interior
Cutaway
View

- Assembled with premium extrusions, cables,
and components

Series 2000
Cable Railing
By incorporating cutting edge and high strength
stainless steel cables in place of pickets, Series

- Allows for unobstructed views over water or
scenic landscapes

2000 Cable Railing is an architectural spectacle,

- Rust resistant

simultaneously providing an unimpeded view

- Internal fittings eliminate bulkiness
- Code-compliant for all multi-family installations
- Four distinct finish options

toward the horizon while displaying an image of
modern sophistication.
SuperiorAluminum.com
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Series 9100
Architectural
Railing

Utilizing a continous top rail design, the
system brings an architecturally-advanced
look, achieving the clean, sophisticated
impression that sets a complex apart.

- Materials and components carefully selected
for lasting durability
- A smooth, uninterrupted flow is attained
via a continuous top railing
- Add ring or diamond inserts, along
with numerous style options, to fully
customize to your project’s needs
- Code-compliant for all multifamily installations
- Ten distinct finish
options

◀

Continuous
Top Rail
Transitions

Series 9C Cable Railing, Saxony Condominiums, New Orleans, LA

For a first impression that stands out from the crowd, Series

◀
Series 9H Horizontal Railing,
Bridge Park, Dublin, OH

SuperiorAluminum.com

Interior
Cutaway
View

Series 9C
Cable Railing
By incorporating cutting edge and high strength

9H Horizontal Aluminum Railing offers a contemporary alternative

- Assembled with premium extrusions, cables,
and components

to traditional vertical pickets. This unique style is sure to enhance

- Allows for unobstructed views overwater or
scenic landscapes

a complex’s allure and attraction, catching the eye of potential

- Rust resistant

tenants, all while providing the safety and security that is

- Code-compliant for all multi-family installations

toward the horizon while displaying an image of

- Four distinct finish options

modern sophistication.

synonymous with the Superior name.
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◀

Series 9H
Horizontal Railing

◀

◀

Series 9100 Architectural Railing, Broadview Apartments, Columbus, OH

- Internal fittings eliminate bulkiness

stainless steel cables in place of pickets, Series
9C Cable Railing is an architectural spectacle,
simultaneously providing an unimpeded view

SuperiorAluminum.com
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Series 5H
Pipe Handrail

Combining pipe handrail with
guardrail on stairways and ramps
throughout any multi-family
complex ensures code compliance.

Series 7000
Picket Fence

Multiple picket styles and custom design
options create a wonderful complement to
multi-family buildings, while creating a safe
barrier for a pool or other restricted areas.

- Constructed with sturdy 1.5”
Schedule 40 pipe (1.9” OD)
- Finishes perfectly match
standard guardrail finishes
- Designed to easily attach to
guardrail
- Combine with guardrail to
create code compliance at
all types of multi-family
residences

Custom Picket
Options

◀

◀

Matching
Finishes

- Utilizes top grade
aluminum extrusions
and castings
- Ten distinct finishes
- Several custom picket
and design options
- Meets code standards
for swimming pools
- Fully customized gates
complete with multiple
latch and hinge options
Series 5H Pipe Handrail with Series 9P Picket Railing, Goldleaf Development, Madison, WI

◀

◀

Series 7000 Picket Fence, Goldleaf Developments, Madison, WI

Series 5P Pipe
Picket Railing

Aluminum
Columns

- Four unique profiles
including one round and
three square profiles

Load-bearing capabilities, wrap-around

- Multiple cap/base styles

By utilizing pipe and tube components, a project’s

functionality, and a unique combination

guardrailing system will achieve a unique balcony

of traditional and modern style make
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Series 5P Pipe Picket Railing
SouthShore Condominiums
Newport, KY

aluminum columns the ideal companion
for a multi-story facility.

- Wrap-around capabilities
- Seven distinct finishes
- The industry’s widest
array of sizes

◀

square contours.

◀

appearance for those seeking an alternative to

- Load-bearing

Square Fluted Columns with
Series 9000 Railing, The Heights at
Worthington Place, Columbus, OH

SuperiorAluminum.com
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Series 500
Pipe Handrail

Combining pipe handrail with guardrail
on stairways and ramps throughout any
multi-family complex ensures code
compliance.

Series 7P
Picket Fence

Multiple picket styles and custom design
options create a wonderful complement to
multi-family buildings, while creating a safe
barrier for a pool or other restricted areas.

- Constructed with sturdy 1.5”
Schedule 40 pipe (1.9” OD)
- Finishes perfectly match
standard guardrail finishes
- Designed to easily attach to
guardrail
- Combine with guardrail to
create code compliance at
all types of multi-family
residences

Custom Picket
Options

◀

◀

Matching
Finishes

- Utilizes top grade
aluminum extrusions
and castings
- Ten distinct finishes
- Several custom picket
and design options
- Meets code standards
for swimming pools
- Fully customized gates
complete with multiple
latch and hinge options
Series 7P Picket Fence, Goldleaf Developments, Madison, WI

◀

◀

Series 500 Pipe Handrail with Series 9000 Heavy-Duty Railing, Goldleaf Development, Madison, WI

Aluminum
Columns

Series 550 Pipe
Picket Railing

functionality, and a unique combination

system will achieve a unique balcony appearance for those

of traditional and modern style make

- Wrap-around capabilities
- Multiple cap/base styles

Series 550 Pipe Picket Railing
SouthShore Condominiums
Newport, KY

aluminum columns the ideal
companion for a multi-story facility.

- Seven distinct finishes
- The industry’s widest
array of sizes

◀

SuperiorAluminum.com

◀
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- Load-bearing

Load-bearing capabilities,wrap-around

By utilizing pipe and tube components, a project’s guardrailing
seeking an alternative to square contours.

- Four unique profiles
including one round and
three square profiles

Square Fluted Columns with
Series 9P Railing, The Heights at
Worthington Place, Columbus, OH

SuperiorAluminum.com
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Finishes &
Product Data
White (W)

Product Line

Black (B)

All finishes listed are available in stock. Not all
finishes are available for all product lines… see
the chart below for full details. Custom finishes
are available on a project by project basis.

Dark Bronze
(D)

Satin
Sandstone
Anodized (A)
(S)

Mounting
Options

Assembled
to Job
Specifications?

W, B, D,
A, S

Surface Mounted,
Embedded,
Side-Mounted

Yes

W, B, D,
A, S

Surface Mounted,
Embedded,
Side-Mounted

Yes

Post Sizes

Top Rail Sizes

Infill Style

Infill Sizes

2"
2½"
4"

2½" x 1⅝"
2" x 4"
2" x 1⅝"

Aluminum
Pickets

¾" x ¾"
¾" x 1½"

2"

2½" x 1⅝"

Aluminum
Pickets

¾" x ¾"
¾" x 1½"

3"

2½"

Aluminum
Pickets

¾" x 1½"

B

Surface Mounted,
Embedded,
Side-Mounted

Yes

Series 9C
Cable Railing

2½"

2" x 1⅝"

Type 316
Stainless Steel
Cable

³⁄16" Cable

W, B, D, A

Surface Mounted,
Embedded,
Side-Mounted

Yes

Series 5H
Pipe Handrail

N/A

1½" Schedule
40 Pipe

N/A

N/A

W, B, D, A,
S

Mounted via
bracket to guard
rail posts

Yes

1½" Schedule
40 Pipe

Pipe Pickets

¾" Pipe

W, B, D, A,
S

Surface Mounted,
Embedded,
Side-Mounted

Yes

2½" x 1⅝"
2" x 4"
2" x 1⅝"

Aluminum
Pickets

¾" x ¾"

Surface Mounted,
Embedded,
Side-Mounted

Yes

Series 9P
Picket Railing
Series 9S
Seamless Railing
Series 9H
Horizontal
Railing

1½"
Series 5P
Schedule 40
Pipe Picket Railing
Pipe
Series 7P
Picket Fence

2"
2½"
4"

Want to
Learn More?
Superior Aluminum Products
555 East Main Street, PO Box 430
Russia, OH 45363
800-548-8656
SuperiorAluminum.com

Finishes

W, B, D,
A, S,

Interested in what SuperiorAluminum can offer you
beyond what is shown here? We’ve been doing this
since 1956! Visit SuperiorAluminum.com, or contact
us to learn about other products and applications.
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